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Figure 1: Overview of the Fast-Forward Reality workflow: (a) An end-user initiates an authoring session of a context-aware
policy (CAP) while being immersed in an Extended Reality (XR) authoring environment. The user includes context instances
into the CAP by selecting the corresponding XR icons. (b) The system adaptively generates multiple unit test cases based on the
context history of the user’s everyday routines and the CAP, and highlights them with XR visualizations. (c) The user acts out
the suggested test cases by in-situ actions and selections of the involved context instances to intuitively validate whether the
CAP reacts as expected under each test case. (d) The user refines the CAP after noticing potential improvements and repeats the
validation until the CAP is error-free under all test cases.

ABSTRACT
Advances in ubiquitous computing have enabled end-user author-
ing of context-aware policies (CAPs) that control smart devices
based on specific contexts of the user and environment. However,
authoring CAPs accurately and avoiding run-time errors is challeng-
ing for end-users as it is difficult to foresee CAP behaviors under
complex real-world conditions. We propose Fast-Forward Reality,
an Extended Reality (XR) based authoring workflow that enables
end-users to iteratively author and refine CAPs by validating their
behaviors via simulated unit test cases. We develop a computational
approach to automatically generate test cases based on the authored
CAP and the user’s context history. Our system delivers each test
case with immersive visualizations in XR, facilitating users to verify
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the CAP behavior and identify necessary refinements. We evaluated
Fast-Forward Reality in a user study (𝑁=12). Our authoring and
validation process improved the accuracy of CAPs and the users
provided positive feedback on the system usability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Developments in ubiquitous computing [96] and smart environ-
ments [19] have enabled automating functionality of Internet-of-
Things (IoT) and smart devices. Context-aware policies (CAPs) can
define behaviors of these devices under personalized contexts of
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end-users and environments [24] (e.g., turn on smart lights after
sunset). With trigger-action programming [84], end-users can au-
thor customized CAPs by specifying context factors as triggers (e.g.,
‘after sunset’ and ‘leaving home’), and smart functions as actions
(e.g., ‘turn on the lights’ and ‘turn off the A/C’). To address diversi-
fied user needs, researchers and commercial products have greatly
expanded the range of context factors to include a variety of envi-
ronmental identities (e.g., time, temperature, weather, smart objects
[3, 26, 42, 62, 102]), as well as user’s location [49, 89, 101], status
[104], and activities [92, 98]. While most existing tools focus on
enabling end-users to author CAPs with great flexibility, a runtime
issue emerges: it is challenging for users without programming
skills to verify that the customized CAPs will behave as intended
under varying contexts.

The following two scenarios illustrate how the authored CAPs
may deviate from the user’s original expectations. The first CAP,
“Dining”→ “Turn on the TV”, was authored on a relaxed evening,
intended to automate an entertaining event while dining. However,
this CAP is unexpectedly triggered another day when the user eats
sandwiches while busily working in the study room. The second
CAP, “Doing yoga in front of the living room TV at night”→ “Play the
yoga playlist”, was created by adopting the exact contexts during
the authoring process. On another morning, the user expects music
while doing yoga in the bedroom, yet, the authored CAP will not
activate. These examples highlight two types of inaccuracies that
frequently occur in CAP authoring. The first user forgot to consider
the location and activity factors. So, the CAP is under-specified
and may trigger actions in unwanted scenarios (false positives).
Conversely, the second CAP is over-specified since the user did
not realize that redundant context factors were added so that the
CAP could not be triggered in other desired scenarios (false nega-
tives). Such failures, if happen frequently, can lead to annoyance,
frustration, loss of trust, and ultimately abandonment of such sys-
tems [64]. To avoid these errors, systems should provide users with
intelligibility [8] such that users can accurately predict the function-
ality of an authored CAP under various scenarios. However, prior
authoring tools and workflows have not investigated how they can
address this crucial challenge. Hence, our work is motivated by the
need for CAP authoring systems that assist end-users in proactively
eliminating potential inaccuracies in CAPs before deploying them.

In the software engineering industry, unit testing [107] demon-
strates a systematic approach to effectively avoid run-time errors
[34, 76, 87]. It is worth exploring whether this principled method
could be used to ensure correctness in the context of end-user
authoring of CAPs. A high-quality unit testing relies on a set of
carefully constructed test cases that is not only comprehensive
enough to cover all corner cases but also precise enough with no
redundancy. Nevertheless, unlike expert programmers and develop-
ers, end-users lack the expertise. If asking users to manually design
test cases, they may be biased to the present contexts or consider
contexts that are irrelevant to the current CAP [74, 80]. To this end,
we aim to assist common users in generating test cases that are
tailored to their local contexts, life routines, and the authored CAP.
This way, users can efficiently validate the CAP in scenarios that
are highly possible to happen in the runtime.

In addition, expert software engineers have the expertise to de-
termine the expected outputs of each test case and identify errors

in the original function. In CAP authoring, considering that CAPs
are deployed in end-users everyday environments (e.g., home, of-
fice), test cases include diversified combinations of not only general
digital contexts (e.g., current time, having a meeting) but also space-
sensitive contexts that vary across each deploying environment
(e.g., smart object states or human actions at different locations).
For instance, in an environment with multiple smart lamps around
several couches in the living room, it introduces ambiguity to de-
scribe test cases that involve a specific smart lamp using typical
text-based unit test tools [71]. Further, it requires additional mental
efforts for end-users to distinguish the imaginary contexts of a test
case from the present contexts. Hence, we aim to design an intuitive
way to deliver each test case so that non-expert users can effort-
lessly interpret it as a real scenario that may happen in the local
environment, facilitating users to specify the desired performance
and identify errors in the authored CAP.

With these major considerations, we propose Fast-Forward
Reality, a novel system that enables users to validate and make
corrections to CAPs during authoring by following the “test-fault-
correct” routine of unit testing. Fast-Forward Reality first introduces
a computational framework that supports generating high-quality
test cases tailored to each user and the deploying environment.
The framework organizes a user’s context history perceived by
intelligent technologies (e.g., computer vision, IoTs, head-mounted
devices) as a series of contextual combination instances. By ana-
lyzing the frequency and correlation of different contexts, it under-
stands the user’s habits and preferences. Given an authored CAP,
the framework can compose test cases with specific combinations
of related contexts where the CAP has a high possibility to hap-
pen in their lives but may perform inaccurately. In this way, the
user can efficiently validate the CAP with highly customized test
cases. Moreover, inspired by the prior works that immerse users
in Extended Reality (XR) to facilitate the interpretation of space-
sensitive contexts [16, 35, 92], Fast-Forward Reality adopts an XR
interface that delivers each test case by overlaying (e.g., smart object
states), augmenting (e.g., time), and placing (e.g., human action)
corresponding context visualizations in-situ in either the physical
environment or the virtual replica. The user can intuitively eval-
uate whether the CAP performs correctly as if experiencing it in
real life. Meanwhile, the XR interface serves as the main authoring
interface to initiate an authoring session (1a) and iterate the CAP
(1d). By repeating the author-test-refine process, the user gradually
removes the ambiguity of the CAP and becomes confident that the
CAP will perform accurately once deployed. In summary, the main
contributions of this work are:

• An author-test-refine workflow that enables end-users to validate
and iterate CAPs at author-time by evaluating their performances
via diverse simulated unit tests.

• A computational approach for generating unit test cases that are
personalized to each user and environment to effectively reveal
potential run-time inaccuracies of the CAP.

• An XR-based authoring interface that uses immersive visualiza-
tions to offer intuitive understandings of contexts presented in
test cases, and direct operations to define and iterate the CAP.
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2 RELATEDWORK
The main contribution of our work is a novel approach for end-
users to author and validate CAPs in XR. To this end, we review the
current literature on context-aware computing, end-user authoring,
validation techniques, and immersiveness in XR.

2.1 Context-Aware Policies for End-Users
With the development of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices [48] and
context-aware systems [1, 77], researchers have explored applica-
tions that automatically execute smart functions in everyday life
when pre-specified contexts are detected [23]. We describe such
automated applications as context-aware policies (CAPs).

Following Dey’s taxonomy of contexts [24], four major types of
human-centered contexts have been applied for such applications:
identity, location, status(activity), and time. While time and identity
(e.g., weather and calendar events) are straightforward contexts
that can be easily sensed by computing systems [3, 26, 42], sensing
location, activity, and user state is a more challenging problem. Prior
works have used external motion sensors (e.g., RFID [95] and UWB
[68]), information-theory-based frameworks [75], or predefined
privacy-preserving queries [15] to determine user location. Beyond
typical IoT applications, user location has been used to provide
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) services for the elderly [39, 57].
Activity detection has been explored using both external [17] and
wearable [90] sensors to enable smart policies such as reminders
and notifications based on user interactions (e.g., remind a resident
that a specific food is about to expire during meal preparation).
Further, description logic rules [97], and machine learning and
deep learning approaches [10, 28, 98] have been applied to infer
human activities from raw sensor data towards deploying activity-
aware policies such as starting workouts or launching applications.
Light and noise sensors have been used to infer other human states
such as tiredness and whether a person is sleeping to automate
smart home accessories such as lights and window blinds [104].
IMU sensors have been used for fall detection [33, 43] to provide
automatic AAL services. Researchers have also proposed several
approaches to perceive the status of IoT objects and leverage them
into CAPs. Smart medicine boxes and bottles [9, 62], water bottles
[11], and refrigerators [31] are capable of counting and identifying
their contents towards providing relevant CAPs such as smart
reminders.

While many context-aware systems can provide generalized
automatic services, the habits and needs of end-users vary in daily
life. Consequently, context factors and desirable policies are also
highly dependent on personal preferences [24]. Thus, enabling
end-users to author CAPs that include user-defined contexts and
personalized smart functions has been an area of great interest.

2.2 End-User Authoring of Context-Aware
Policies

To help end-users author context-sensitive applications, ‘trigger-
action’ programming has been broadly adopted following the find-
ings from an elicitation study [26]. Here, an end-user specifies a
policy with a series of contexts as the trigger and a smart func-
tion as the action. At run-time, when all the specified contexts are
present, the system executes the corresponding action.

Block-based programming in the style of ‘if this then that’ [42,
83] has been widely used in commercial products such as Alexa
routine [3] and Apple Shortcuts [78]. Here, a user selects contexts
represented using 2D icons into the ‘this’ block and adds smart
functions into the ‘that’ block. Alternatively, the user can define
such CAPs through sketches and descriptions [26], programming-
by-demonstration [25, 46], or by segmenting maps for location-
aware applications [49]. Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality
(VR) authoring techniques have recently been explored to provide
users with spatial awareness and immersiveness. CAPturAR [92]
supports users to author activity-based context-aware applications
when referring to their past activities that are visualized using
AR avatars. By defining proxemics with physical surroundings
using a mobile-device-based AR authoring interface, ProGesAR
[101] and ProObjAR [102] enable users to include locations, object
movements, and gestures into CAPs. Further, Ivy [29] immerses
users into the digital twin of an indoor environment to define logic
connections among smart objects via visual programming, while
Haidon et al. [36] enables a caregiver to author CAPs tailored to a
resident’s habits by selecting the remote resident’s spatial-sensitive
contexts that are mapped to the caregiver’s local AR space using a
semantic mapping approach.

Existing efforts have mainly targeted end-user challenges in
authoring CAPs with specific context triggers and actions. Some
prior research has supported users to manually test authored CAPs
by either selecting the triggering contexts on a 2D GUI [26, 74]
or by demonstrating the human activities and proxemics in AR
[92, 101, 102]. However, prior works do not investigate whether
the user-authored CAPs perform according to user expectations in
diversified run-time scenarios. When such automation policies be-
have unexpectedly, users can lose trust and abandon these systems
[64]. In this paper, we aim to address this issue by facilitating the
validation and refinement of CAPs during authoring.

2.3 Validation of Context-Aware Policies
During real-world usage, end-users may encounter complicated
contexts with diverse and unexpected edge cases [21, 54, 58]. Thus,
validating CAPs under such varied scenarios and resolving dis-
crepancies has been widely explored in professional context-aware
application development. By adopting the approach of unit testing
[37, 107], researchers have proposed multiple architectures and
frameworks to help application developers design effective unit
test cases to validate context-aware applications.

First, prior works propose data-driven approaches to generate
diversified contextual scenarios to reflect the complex run-time con-
ditions [93]. CASS [69] proposes an architecture to automatically
generate virtual sensory data for context-aware system developers
to rapidly test and identify conflicts in the context-aware systems.
TestAware [55] allows developers to design test cases for mobile
context-aware applications by downloading, replaying, and emu-
lating contextual data on either physical devices or emulators. On
the other hand, it is impractical to validate countless real-world
scenarios. The number of test cases should be constrained while
maintaining the effectiveness of the validation. Context diversity
[87, 88] has been used to address this concern, where the distance
between test cases is used to ensure diversity. Other model-based
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approaches [34, 63, 76, 103] have been developed to efficiently gen-
erate test cases that can fulfill the validation requirements. Similarly,
this concern has been addressed in the research area of adaptive
systems. ScalAR [72] adopts the Genetic Algorithm to enable adap-
tive AR application authoring within a small scale of indoor layouts.
It considers how to generate the most representative and diversified
scenes with spatial and identity variations to help AR designers effi-
ciently validate the AR element behaviors and identify failure cases.
Inspired by these prior arts, we distill 3 major considerations for
validating CAPs: (1) test cases should cover diversified and nuanced
real-world scenarios, (2) test cases should be diverse but concise so
that all potential scenarios can be captured with a limited number
of test cases to ensure an efficient validation process, and (3) test
cases should be able to effectively detect faults in applications.

Creating test cases that meet these criteria is a challenging task.
Unlike professional developers, end-users may lack the expertise
to carefully design suitable test cases with varying complexity that
cover as many corner cases as possible. Further, unlike general
context-aware applications and programs, user-authored CAPs are
highly personal; as such, test cases should be personalized to each
user while addressing diverse scenarios. We believe that an auto-
matic approach to generating personalized and diverse test cases
can address these challenges.

Furthermore, to fully support novice users in validating and re-
fining their CAPs, how to present these test cases appropriately
remains challenging as a majority portion of the contexts perceived
by advanced AI modules are associated with the spatial information
(e.g., locations [101], proximity [102], interactions [40, 92], and IoT
states [41]). However, the above-mentioned CAP validation tools
do not address the need to enable local users to interpret the test
cases precisely. Since the test cases are designed by professional
developers who have a clear expectation of the outcome and so-
lution to iterate the context-aware functions. Yet, when end-users
author a CAP in their local environment without any expertise in
designing the test cases, the test cases should be delivered to the
users in an easy-to-understand manner. Two difficulties then pop
up if using the existing tools: First, as we mentioned in Section 1,
spatial-sensitive contexts often cause ambiguity when the referred
assets are duplicated in space, especially when a test case may in-
volve multiple contextual elements simultaneously. Prior research
[6, 7] has mentioned the inaccuracies caused by pure descriptive
narrations. Meanwhile, since end-users do not have the expertise
to design the test cases, feelings of non-confident and untrustwor-
thy will be raised if no feedforwards can be provided to end-users
[27, 85, 86].

Hence, in this paper, we endeavor to adopt an approach that
can intuitively represent the test cases to end-users, and more
importantly, facilitate the users to rapidly identify the errors in the
existing CAPs by thoroughly interpreting the provided test cases.

2.4 Immersiveness in XR
Motivated by prior research, we believe Extended Reality (XR) could
provide an effective medium to communicate test cases for valida-
tion to users. Enabled by spatial awareness of XR, prior works have
used virtual augmentations adjacent to relevant physical entities
to facilitate end-users to understand complicated contexts such as

human activities [13, 92], interactions [12, 40, 53, 91], and status of
smart objects [41]. Further, while being immersed in XR environ-
ments, end-users can experience simulated scenarios free from the
limitations of physical contexts such as user status and time. Users
can revisit what happened in the past via in-situ XR visualizations
of human activities [13, 30, 52] and interactions [73, 99], or virtually
immerse into other times and spaces [72, 94, 108]. Finally, through
immersive authoring [45], users can intuitively program and author
XR applications from within the target deployment environment
[38, 65, 66, 105], which enables a real-time and seamless transition
between authoring and testing.

To this end, our work develops an XR authoring environment
that enables users to (1) iteratively author a CAP, (2) immersively
evaluate auto-generated unit test cases with complex contextual
scenarios, and (3) directly manipulate test cases and observe sim-
ulated results to obtain feedback on whether a CAP performs as
expected and make refinements as needed.

3 FAST-FORWARD REALITY
We present Fast-Forward Reality, a novel XR-based workflow that
enables end-users to iteratively author accurate CAPs through unit
testing. To this end, we develop a computational approach for gen-
erating diverse and personalized unit test cases and an authoring
interface that provides users with effective CAP validation via im-
mersive visualizations. In this section, we define a set of design
goals, that guide the system development, and present a walk-
through to illustrate the “author-test-refine” workflow for a specific
CAP. Following this, we elaborate upon our technical approach and
system implementation.

3.1 Design Goals
In this work, we aim to develop a system that helps end-users
author accurate CAPs via real-time validation before deployment.
While being immersed in the XR authoring environment, a user can
experience multiple unit test cases that are personalized to their
previous activities and routines. Through simulated feedforwards,
the system provides intelligibility and enables refinement when
outcomes do not match original expectations. Consequently, users
can eliminate potential runtime inaccuracies that may surface dur-
ing initial authoring. To effectively support users in the authoring
and refinement process, we postulate that a system should fulfill
the following design goals.

(1) Personalization: As addressed in prior CAP authoring systems
[25, 26, 92], test cases should be closely related to the CAP
a user is authoring and personalized to their context history.
This enables the user to effectively refine CAPs by examining
contextual scenarios that are likely to occur in their everyday
life.

(2) Diversification: Prior works [55, 69] have addressed the need
to diversify the test cases by proposing different frameworks
and guidelines. Following their suggestions, to cover a wide
range of possible scenarios, test cases should be diverse and
capture edge cases that may cause unexpected outcomes.

(3) Brevity: Test cases should be concise such that users can clearly
identify factors that cause inaccuracies. Further, the number of
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Figure 2: The authoring workflow of Fast-Forward Reality. While being immersed in the authoring environment, a user starts
authoring to define a target action and initial context instances. The system generates test cases from the user-authored CAP
and context history. When the user starts unit testing, test cases are visualized to enable validation of the CAP’s behavior. If
unexpected instances are identified, the user refines the original CAP by editing the context instances. The user repeats this
process to iteratively refine the CAP until it meets their expectations.

test cases should be constrained such that they are tractable
within a limited time [87, 88].

(4) Interpretability: As we discussed above, since end-users may
not have professional programming expertise, it is cumbersome
to interpret a combination of multiple space-sensitive contexts
involved in a test case. And hence, it is difficult for end-users to
imagine possible iterations of the CAPs. Thus, we propose to
leverage the advantages of XR so that users can intuitively un-
derstand the complicated contexts and immersively experience
the test cases that may happen in the future.

(5) Seamlessness: While being immersed in the XR environment,
the interactions required for authoring and validating a CAP
should be fluent and consistent to ensure seamless transitions
in the author-test-refine workflow following the findings of
prior immersive authoring and spatial programming works
[29, 45, 66, 105].

3.2 Target Scenarios and SystemWalkthrough
In this paper, we identify the research scope where an increasing
number and types of contexts can be detected and included in
context-aware systems through modern AI modules (e.g., object
detection, activity recognition), IoT communication, and AR spatial
awareness. Prior works [25, 26, 49, 92, 101] have explored various
systems to integrate different contexts into context-aware systems.
We acknowledge their contributions and assume that it is straight-
forward to integrate these modules into a CAP authoring system.
We follow example scenarios that are similar to the one shown in
Figure 1 to illustrate the system design of Fast-Forward Reality in
the next sections. Specifically, a user could live in an apartment
with a layout similar to Figure 1. The user regularly wears a head-
mounted XR device with real-time object detection and activity
recognition capabilities. Meanwhile, smart objects such as smart
lights, TVs, music players, and coffee makers are present in this
space, while calendar events, dates, and weather information are
intrinsically available in their XR devices.

Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of Fast-Forward Reality in a
target scenario as mentioned above. Here, we explain it using the
example shown in Figure 1, where an end-user tries to author a

CAP to control a smart TV. The user lives in a studio apartment and
prefers to watch TV while eating. One day, as the user is watching
TV while sitting on the sofa, the user decides to author a CAP to
automatically turn on the TV during such situations.

Authoring: The user activates Fast-Forward Reality and begins
the authoring process. By selecting in-situ icons that represent ‘TV
is on’ and ‘location is sofa’ context instances, the user authors an
original CAP: ‘turn on the TV when I am on the sofa’ (Figure 1a).

Unit Testing: Then, they start the validation process to ensure
correctness. A computational algorithm examines the user’s context
history and the current CAP, and identifies that the user always ‘eat’
(activity) while ‘watching TV’, but rarely engages in other activities
such as ‘reading’ or ‘using the phone’. However, in the current CAP,
the user has not included any activity context factor. Additionally,
the context history indicates that when the ‘TV is on’, the ‘music
player’ is typically ‘off’. However, this case is not considered in the
CAP either. Therefore, the system generates a test case: ‘eating on
the sofa while the music player is off’, and visualizes it in the XR
environment (Figure 1b). The user interacts with the immersive
visualization and enacts the actions of sitting on the sofa and eating,
while the music is off, and observes the TV turning on (Figure 1c).

Refinement: Following the highlighted relevant contexts in
the test case, the user identifies their importance and refines the
under-specified CAP by adding the two suggested context instances
(Figure 1d). The CAP is now more accurate such that the TV is not
turned on when the user is engaged in other activities or listening
to music. And, the user keeps validating more system-generated test
cases based on the updated CAP until no refinements are needed. By
using Fast-Forward Reality, the user has successfully authored and
verified an accurate CAP to turn on their smart TV under desirable
contextual scenarios.

3.3 Framework for Authoring
In this section, we elaborate on the framework adopted by the
initial authoring and its connections with the context perception
techniques. It addresses three concerns: (1) following prior research,
how does Fast-Forward Reality detect and structure a user’s every-
day contexts, (2) during authoring, how does the user define the
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Figure 3: The framework of authoring CAP using Fast-Forward Reality. (a) A user’s everyday contexts are recorded as the
context history, which contains a series of context scenes where each one is a collection of concurrently occurring context
instances of corresponding context factors that can be detected in the environment. (b) In a user-authored CAP, the ‘trigger’
contains multiple context instances from the same or different context factors, while the ‘action’ is a context instance of a smart
object that reflects the functional state (e.g., ‘TV is on’). (c) During deployment, for all the context factors included in the CAP,
when the specified context instances are present in the real-time context scene, the ‘action’ is triggered.

components of a CAP, and (3) upon deployment, how does our sys-
tem determine when should the action of the CAP be executed. As
discussed in Section 2, technical solutions have been developed to
detect and identify increasing types of contexts that were proposed
in early elicitation works [1, 26, 77]. We adopt previously proposed
taxonomy of contexts [1, 24] and assume integration with modern
AI modules to categorize the contexts we aim to leverage into the
following context factors:

• Time represents the time of a day, which is commonly used in
CAPs: ‘turn on all lights in the ‘evening’. It is the most straight-
forward context that can be retrieved.

• Location of a user serves as a critical factor in a CAP (e.g., ‘turn
on the A/C when I enter the living room’). We assume that the
user locations can be detected by external sensors [68, 95] or
through computer vision with advanced head-mounted devices
[61] in real-time.

• Activity belongs to the status(activity) category [24], represent-
ing both general activities and interactions with objects that
are detectable via software [97] and hardware [106] based ac-
tivity detection modules. Considering the structure of currently
available activity detection networks and benchmarking datasets
[14, 20, 32], we assume activities will be detected as discrete labels
(e.g., eating, reading, etc.) given continuous sliding window time
series of human skeleton or hand-object interaction as inputs.

• User state also belongs to the status(activity) category [24]. It
represents the spatial-insensitive status of a user. Typical ex-
amples include: ‘being alone’, ‘in a meeting’, and ‘feeling tired’.
These contexts can be detected via AI networks or inferred from
other contexts (e.g., how many cups of coffee have been drunk).
Typically, the outputs are discrete nominal labels.

• Object state represents status of objects in the environment. For
a smart object such as a coffee machine or a smart pill bottle, its
physical states (e.g., not enoughwater, howmany pills left) can be
identified but not digitally manipulated. For other smart and IoT

devices, their active status can be altered by a CAP (e.g., ‘turn on
the TV’). Using IoT communication protocols such as Resource
Description Framework [22], and hardware-based localization
algorithms such as ultra-wideband [41], such discrete contexts
can be detected during runtime.

• Digital state is related to identity and represents general but
unique environmental information provided in general digital
devices such as temperature and weather. Similar to the Time,
these contexts can also be easily retrieved from the HMD.

For each type of context factor, we define context instances
as the nominal values (labels) that can be assigned to them. For
instance, the location factor can either include object-oriented con-
text instances such as ‘living room sofa’ and ‘dining table’, or non-
interpretable anchor IDs that are marked by AR devices. Activity
can include labels from activity detection models (e.g., ‘sleeping’,
‘walking’). Boolean ‘yes’ and ‘no’ states are used to indicate object
states (‘music player is on’). At any moment in a user’s daily life,
we define a context scene as a combination of context instances,
where each context instance belongs to one available context factor
(Figure 3a). Whenever one of the context factors changes, a new
context scene is registered, and all the recorded context scenes form
the user’s personal context history (Figure 3a).

To enable end-user CAP authoring, we adopt the widely-used
trigger-action programming paradigm [84]. Here, a user first defines
an ‘action’ to manipulate a target object (e.g., TV is on), and then de-
fines a ‘trigger’ by including multiple context factors (e.g., time and
location), and for each context factor, selecting the context instances
(e.g., morning and afternoon) (Figure 3b). During runtime, when
a CAP is deployed, for all included context factors, if one context
instance is present in the current context scene, the corresponding
smart function (‘action’) is executed (Figure 3c).
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Figure 4: Test case generation algorithm. For each context factor, the algorithm starts with an empty test case. In the correlation
assessment stage, we investigate whether the processing context factor holds a high uncertainty coefficient value with the
target action, and whether it is already selected into the CAP. Depending on the conditions, the algorithm then processes the
concurrency assessment stage to select the context instances into the test case. In one specific condition, the system will skip this
process and directly iterate to the next context factor, while in other conditions, the algorithm outputs a test case and starts to
process the next context factor.

3.4 Test Case Generation in Unit Testing
After a user has created an initial CAP, the main purpose of the
unit test stage is to help reveal potential errors (the under-specified
and over-specified scenarios discussed before), which are caused
by the inaccurate selection of the contexts of interest following the
framework introduced before. Note that resolving runtime errors of
AI modules is out of this work’s scope. Typically, most of the prior
CAP authoring [25, 26, 92] and validation [55, 87, 103] systems
assume the detection of the contexts is reliable and robust. For
instance, an alarm CAP can be validated by changing a simulated
time. However, it is impossible to test and refine the CAP when the
time itself is wrong. Thus, the test case generation algorithm we
propose in this paper only aims to resolve the inaccuracies in the
user-authored CAPs, rather than the unpredictable AI errors. Yet,
we will discuss the potential extension in the Discussion section.

With the above CAP authoring framework, we follow the unit
testing approach and develop a computational approach to generate
diverse test cases that help reveal potential inaccuracies in a CAP.
A test case consists of a set of context instances available in the
environment. Our test case generation algorithm addresses the
design goals of personalization, diversification, and brevity (defined
in Section 3.1) through three key strategies:
• Strategy A - Correlation: Investigate which context factors
largely affect the execution of the current CAP and include appro-
priate context instances into test cases. By doing so, when visiting
the test case, the user can notice the scenarios that are highly
associated with their personal preferences.

• Strategy B - Intention: Add one (and only one) context instance
for each context factor that is already in the CAP so that the test
case is closely related to the user’s original idea and realistically
reflect a real-world condition where only one context instance of
a context factor can happen at one moment.

• Strategy C - Simplification: Exclude irrelevant context factors
to avoid distracting the user so that they can focus on the context
factors likely to cause errors.
To implement Strategy A, as we assume that users will main-

tain some routines during everyday life, we compute uncertainty
coefficient [79] to identify context factors. Specifically, this is a
conditional information entropy-based approach to asymmetrically

reveal that in the presence of a particular context instance, what is
the probability that another context instance occurs. For instance, a
user may watch TV at different times of the day, but is always eating
and not using the phone while doing so. In this case, the uncertainty
coefficient between the ‘TV state’ and ‘time’ is low, while ‘activity’
is high. To apply this in our system, once the user selects a target
action, we loop over every detectable context factor, and (1) retrieve
all past context instances of both the target action and the current
processing context factor from the user’s context history and (2)
calculate the uncertainty coefficient between the two lists using the
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑠_𝑢 function1. Further, since these coefficients only reflect the
context factor level correlations, we also calculate the concurrency
count for each context instance within the context factor : (1) fetch
all context scenes where the target action context instance happened
and (2) construct a dictionary of all the context factors that saves
the counts of context instances that happen in these context scenes
using the 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 function2. These concurrency counts will help
the system determine which context instances to include in the test
case after deciding the context factor.

Figure 4 illustrates the test case generation algorithm. Given the
target action and the initial context instances, together with the pre-
calculated uncertainty coefficients and concurrency counts, we loop
over every context factor that is available in the current environment
to process the algorithm. First, in the correlation assessment stage,
we examine (1) whether the context factor is already included in
the CAP and (2) whether the uncertainty coefficient of the currently
processing context factor is greater than an empirically set threshold
(we will explain it in Implementation section). Four conditions
will be available and we only process 3 of them in the following
concurrency assessment stage.
(1) If a context factor shows a high correlation with the target

action, however, is not included in the current CAP, we initiate
a new test case and add the context instance that most frequently
happens concurrently with the action in the test case. Typically,
this case helps eliminate under-specified mistakes. For instance,
a user always does specific activities while ‘TV is on’, leading to
a high uncertainty coefficient. However, the user has not included

1https://github.com/shakedzy/dython/blob/master/dython/nominal.py
2https://docs.python.org/3/library/collections.html#collections.Counter
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any activity in the CAP. So, the system includes the activity
that the user mostly does when watching TV in the test case to
remind the user of this critical factor in the CAP.

(2) If a context factor shows a low correlation with the target action,
however, is already included in the current CAP, we initiate a
new test case and add the context instance that rarely happens
together with the action into the test case. Consider the same
user, who would watch TV at different times, adds ‘evening’
into the CAP. The system warns the user about this potentially
over-specified error by including ‘time’ when the user rarely
watches TV in the test case.

(3) If a context factor shows a high correlation with the target
action, and is included in the current CAP, we initiate a new test
case if there is a context instance that happens more frequently.
This condition also targets over-specified CAPs. For example,
consider location holds a high uncertainty coefficient and the
user has already included the dining table in the CAP. However,
concurrency counts indicate that the user watches TV often
while on the ‘sofa’. Our system includes ‘sofa’ into the test case
to nudge the user to generalize this context factor in the CAP.

(4) Note that the last condition (i.e., a context factor with low uncer-
tainty coefficient that is not included in the CAP) will not lead
to any test cases because we assume that this decision made by
the user already meets their personal preferences.

Next, to realize Strategy B, for each CAP-involved context factor
that is not included in the test case, the system randomly picks one
context instance, such that the generated test case is consistent with
what the user just authored. After iterating over all the 𝑁 context
factors, the algorithm generates𝑀 < 𝑁 test cases, where𝑀 depends
on the previously mentioned threshold. Meanwhile, if the current
CAP involves 𝑛 context factors, each test case involves𝑚 ∈ {𝑛, 𝑛+1}
context instances. Finally, Strategy C is satisfied by composing test
cases of only the most critical context instances that may affect the
user’s decision and omitting low-priority instances. The user can
focus on testing out the suggested test cases without needing to pay
attention to irrelevant context factors. By adopting this principled
approach, the system can generate multiple test cases and present
it to the user.

3.5 XR Authoring Interface
Our XR authoring environment ensures that Fast-Forward Reality
follows the design goals (subsection 3.1 of providing interpretability
during testing and enabling seamlessness of authoring and refine-
ment. In our system, a menu is rendered on the user’s non-dominant
hand encapsulating all buttons for controlling the system (Figure
5a). The ‘edit’ and ‘edit next’ buttons allow for editing one of the
existing CAPs. The ‘new’ button initiates the authoring of a new
CAP. The ‘start validation’ button is used for switching between
authoring and validation. Finally, the ‘save’ and ‘delete’ buttons
allow users to store or remove a CAP.

When the user starts authoring a CAP, available context instances
are displayed in the XR authoring environment (Figure 5c-1). Users
can interact with these elements to include them in the authored
CAP. Based on the types of context factors, we place spatial-sensitive
context instances directly in the XR environment. Specifically, the lo-
cation and activity are illustrated using avatars with different poses

(Figure 5c-2); object states are represented using XR icons placed
next to the corresponding objects (Figure 5c-3); spatially-insensitive
contexts (time, digital state, and user state) are displayed on the
user’s non-dominant hand with 2D icons (Figure 5c-4). The user can
select the checkbox above each context instance to add/remove it
to/from the CAP. Meanwhile, each context instance is color-coded3
to indicate different selection states: we use blue to represent un-
selected context instances, pink for those included in the CAP, and
red for those in a test case. Lastly, a panel is displayed on the user’s
non-dominant hand (Figure 5b) to illustrate the context instances
and activities included in the current CAP.

Test cases are generated automatically and made available to
the user. When the user starts validation, a test case is visualized
within the same environment to enable quick interpretation. Users
can observe a test case as a ‘fast-forward’ simulation that reveals
the consequences of a particular context scenario, thus providing
them with feedforward. Typically, as illustrated in Section 3.4 and
Figure 3, Fast-Forward Reality compares the real-time detection
of the AI modules with the user-authored CAP, and visualizes the
corresponding output in the XR environment. For instance, if all
the conditions are met for a TV controller, the physical TV will be
turned on in the environment. Since authoring and testing take
place within the same environment, the user can immediately start
refining their CAP by modifying the context instances as needed.
Note that to reduce users’ visual and mental loads, all the XR UIs are
only accessible to users during the author-test-refine flow. When
users return to everyday life, Fast-Forward Reality will hide all XR
visualizations but keep running at the backend.

3.6 Implementation
We use Meta Quest 2 [59] as the target platform for developing the
authoring interface, and implemented the system using Unity3D
(2020.3.16f1) [82]. Interactions with the interface are currently sup-
ported via handheld controllers; however, it is trivial to switch to
free-hand interactions supported by Quest 2 and other XR devices
[61]. To determine a proper threshold value used in the test case
generation algorithm, and a suitable number of context scenes to
capture in the context history, we conducted preliminary tests us-
ing a context history collection tool, which is described in the next
section. Typically, we generated 5, 10, 15, 20 context factors that may
be relevant to a home environment. For each case, we collected
10, 20, ..., 50 context scenes. During data collection, we followed an
abstract rule to control smart functions and collected diverse con-
text scenes with a small amount of noise. Then, we calculated the
uncertainty coefficients of the smart function concerning all avail-
able context factors. We empirically set the correlation value to be
0.5, then set the minimum number of context scenes collected in
the context history to be 10 times the number of available context
factors in the environment. By doing so, we ensure that the num-
ber of context factors that are higher than the threshold will be
approximately less than 5.

4 USER STUDY
To evaluate whether the design of Fast-Forward Reality fulfills our
design goals (Section 3.1), we conducted a systematic user study. In
3Additional textual labels can be included to ensure visual accessibility.
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Figure 5: The XR-based authoring interface of Fast-Forward Reality. (a) The main menu rendered on a user’s non-dominant
hand enables users to ‘edit’ existing CAPs, ’add’ a new CAP and author it, ‘start validation’ of unit test cases, ‘delete’, and ‘save’
the CAP. (b) An authoring panel displayed on the user’s non-dominant hand indicates the action and triggers in the current
CAP. (c-1) The immersive XR authoring environment. (c-2) Location and activity context instances are represented using avatars
with different poses. (c-3) Spatial states are placed in situ, next to corresponding smart objects. (c-4) The digital state and user
state are rendered on the user’s hand. All context instances are color-coded to represent different conditions where blue color
indicates that the context instance is not selected, pink represents that it is included in the current CAP, and red represents that
it is included in the current test case.

this work, we propose an XR-based workflow that addresses the
difficulties of validating complicated CAPs that cannot be straight-
forwardly solved by traditional developer-oriented unit testing
systems. In specific, since end-users do not have the expertise to
design high-quality test cases while in the local environments, we
design a computational algorithm that leverages the users’ personal
history to extract diverse test cases. Moreover, we adopt the immer-
siveness enabled by the XR technique to show the test cases via
in-situ virtual content and support users to intuitively understand
each test case by enacting each test case in XR via in-situ simulation.
Therefore, the goals of this study include: (1) investigating whether
the test cases generated by the system effectively meet users’ needs
in identifying potential inaccuracies of the CAPs, and (2) evaluating
whether the XR-based environment helps users easily understand
the test cases and identify potential improvements of the CAPs.
Note that the main research scope of this work is not to compare
whether our system outperforms prior approaches, instead, we aim
to illustrate that the system can succeed in solving the research
difficulties when dramatically increased spatial-sensitive contexts
can be involved in CAP authoring.

4.1 Study Setup
For the study, we designed a virtual one-bedroom apartment (Figure
6a) as the home environment to conduct the user study. We also
developed an interactive tool (Figure 6b) to enable end-users to elicit
personal context history that is appropriate to the virtual home.

4.1.1 Context History Collection Tool. Our authoring process relies
on the availability of a user’s context history, containing context
scenes that have taken place in the past. Given the constraints of
our controlled study and privacy concerns, collecting participants’
real context history was infeasible. To circumvent this issue, we
developed a data collection tool where participants could quickly
explicate their everyday activities to create their context history in
the provided virtual home. We asked participants to specify context
instances temporally by prompting them to imagine their daily
routines. Note that one of the key observations that has sparkedHCI

interest and research on developing CAPs is that humans do follow
some routines and have personalized preferences in their everyday
lives. Thus, we aimed to provide an environment that resembled
each user’s personal living environment and asked them not to
deliberately create random non-representative context histories,
but to follow some general personal routines.

As shown in Figure 6b, the data collection interface is separated
into four parts. In the top left corner of the UI, a ‘new sequence’
button allows users to create a new ‘day’ of living in the virtual
apartment, while a clock illustrates the time. After pressing the
‘new sequence’ button, a user can select the two arrows next to
the clock to change the time (Figure 6c-2); the numeric time is
encoded into nominal values (e.g., evening). In the center, the floor
plan (top-view) of the virtual apartment is displayed (Figure 6c-
1). All available location context instances are represented with
selectable blue circular nodes. By selecting a node, the available
context instances of the two types of context factors, activity, and
object state are shown as lists. The participant can click an activity
or an object state to indicate what will happen at the specified
time. Further, available user states are listed below the clock for the
user to select. All selectable context instance nodes are illustrated
in Figure 6c-2; a textual description of the context instance appears
when the cursor hovers over the corresponding node. User-specified
context instances are visualized along a timeline (Figure 6c-3). The
participant can click a block/dot to delete the corresponding context
instance. After specifying all context instances at a specified time,
the participant can change the time and repeat all operations until
the ‘current day’ is finished.

Once the user presses the ‘save sequence’ button, for every time-
step when the user specifies at least one context instance, a new
context scene is created and stored. If the user does not specify any
context instance of particular context factors, they are set to default
values in the context scene. By consecutively eliciting multiple days,
the user successfully provides a context history.
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Figure 6: (a) The virtual environment used for the user
study. (b) The context history collection tool. The top left
corner below the ‘new/save sequence’ button contains spatial-
insensitive contexts, time and user-specific digital/user states
(e.g., ‘is working’, ‘feel tired’, ‘consume toomany coffees’, and
‘not enough water in the coffee machine’) (c-1) The floor plan
of the target environment. By clicking each blue dot, pre-
designated spatial-sensitive context instances such as object
states and activities can be toggled together with their lo-
cations (e.g., ‘coffee machine is on/off’, ‘stay’, ‘cooking’, and
‘eating’.) (c-2) The available context instances that are visual-
ized in different icons according to the context factors. Typi-
cally, location is spatially overlaid on the floor plan, while
available activities and object states are displayed as lists
after selecting the location. (c-3) The timeline indicating all
the recorded context instances. Explanation of the context
instance will appear when hovering on the icon. One can
delete a context instance by clicking the block/dot.

4.2 Study Method
One of the major research questions we aim to investigate is the
efficacy of Fast-Forward Reality and whether validation and re-
finement at author-time can improve the accuracy of CAPs before
deployment. To inform our system design, we derived a set of five
design goals. We conducted a within-subject comparative study
to assess whether the test case generation algorithm can gener-
ate effective tests that fulfill the requirements of the first design
goals 1–3 (personalization, diversification, brevity). Design goals
4–5 (interpretability, seamlessness) were assessed via a subjective
questionnaire and interview.

Since the main goal was to prove the effectiveness of our test case
generation algorithm, we designed a baseline system that adopted
the same XR authoring interface, while turning off the test case
generation capability. In specific, we provided the users with the
same XR UIs as illustrated in Section 3.5. The only controlled factor
was that during the test and refine phases, the users could manually
toggle different context instances and spatial movements to validate
their CAPs. Note that, the users had full freedom to stop testing if

they felt the authored CAPwas already precise enough. In the study,
each participant was asked to author two CAPs using Fast-Forward
Reality and the baseline system respectively in a virtual apartment
(Figure 6a).

Participants: 12 participants were invited to the user study (8
males, 3 females, and 1 non-binary; mean age=27.83, SD=3.16). No
specific background or experience was required during the recruit-
ment. 9 participants had used smart objects (e.g., Nest Thermostats
and Philips Hue), and 3 out of these 9 had authored everyday au-
tomation (e.g., Alexa) at least once. 11 participants had previously
used XR applications (e.g., Pokemon Go and Beat Saber), while 5
users had developed XR applications. None of the participants had
seen or used our system before the study.

Procedure: In the author-test-refine workflow, users do not
complete the authoring in one shot, but continue modifying their
CAPs until they feel satisfied with all the system-provided test
cases. Thus, the most effective way to evaluate our system is to
investigate the performance of the CAPs validated using the test
cases. Overall, each user was asked to use Fast-Forward Reality
and the baseline system to author 2 CAPs: (1) a CAP that controls
a smart TV in the living room of the virtual apartment and (2) a
CAP that controls a smart music player that can play music in the
entire apartment. To provide the users with a more realistic feeling
of living in the virtual apartment, we sent a pre-study survey to the
users before they came, which included (1) the study background,
(2) the virtual home environment floor plan (Figure 6a), (3) the 2
target smart functions, and (4) the available types of context factors.
Then, the survey asked the users what context factors and context
instances would be considered when they wanted to control the
two smart functions. We then prepared the virtual apartment for
both the 2D tool and the XR authoring environment accordingly.
Each user signed a consent form stating that no reimbursement
was provided and the user preserved the right to terminate the
study whenever they wanted. After a user arrived, the researcher
introduced the background and definition of CAPs, and the user
collected the context history using the 2D interface. Then, the user
entered the XR authoring environment to complete the 2 authoring
tasks using the 2 systems while considering data counterbalancing
among all the users. During each task, we recorded the final au-
thored CAP, completion time, number of iterations of the CAP (if a
user added more than one context instance at one time, it was still
marked as one iteration), and number of test cases created/validated.
After each task, the user was asked to complete a Likert-type sur-
vey towards the feedback on the validation process. At the end of
the study, the user completed another Likert-type questionnaire
regarding the XR authoring environment and the entire usage expe-
rience, together with a Standard Usability Scale survey. Meanwhile,
a conversation-like interview was conducted to collect the user’s
subjective feedback on the system.

4.3 Study Results
Based on the pre-study survey results, we included 8 types of context
factors in the virtual apartment. Time, location, activity, TV state,
and Music player state were available for all the users, while ‘is
working’, ‘is alone’, ‘feel tired’, ‘weather’, ‘having a meeting’, and
‘playing video games’ were provided for different users based on
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their survey responses. Meanwhile, the available activities also
varied (e.g., ‘doing exercise’ and ‘smoking’ were provided for some
users). During the collection of the context history, we collected
M=81.9 (SD=10.96) context scenes, and selected 75% of the data for
the test case generation algorithm and 25% for accuracy evaluation
discussed later.

We first report the analysis of the users’ operations during the
authoring processes. Note that these statistics and observations do
not explicitly address our design goals, but provide implications of
the usefulness of our system. Overall, the users finished each task
using the baseline system with 5.0 (SD=1.86) minutes, while 6.25
(SD=1.82) minutes using Fast-Forward Reality. Within the entire
authoring time, 2.25 (SD=1.60) minutes were spent for manually
validating the CAPs, and using our system, 3.58 (SD=0.90) min-
utes were taken. On average, the users generated 1.25 (SD=1.06)
test cases. We observed that using the baseline system, most users
simply checked the CAP by selecting the context instances they
added during the validation stage. Using Fast-Forward Reality, 5.25
(SD=1.66) test cases were evaluated by the users. Note that although
approximately 4 times more test cases were viewed, validation time
was not greatly impacted. This can be attributed to the rationale
that with the baseline system, users spent more time thinking about
what context instances could be used to validate the CAPs. Further-
more, the users conducted 1.0 (SD=1.28) iterations of the CAPs after
the manual validation to add more constraints to the CAPs. We also
observed that the users tried to make the CAPs more accurate by
adding more context instances even before the validation. “I used
IFTTT before, this was how I created a rule by just adding those impor-
tant factors. It’s always better to add more constraints to make it more
accurate, right?” (P6) In contrast, with the help of our system, 3.92
(SD=1.44) iterations were performed. Typically, we observed not
only the ‘addition’ of the context instances, but also the ‘removal’
of the context factors after visiting some test cases. While these gen-
eralized observations partially substantiate our proposed approach,
in the following analysis, we further investigated the accuracy of
the CAPs and the users’ subjective feedback systematically.

4.3.1 Test case Generation Evaluation. We first report the qualita-
tive feedback on the test case generation algorithm from the 7-point
Likert-type questionnaire. Typically, the users were asked to an-
swer the same set of questions after experiencing Fast-Forward
Reality and the baseline system respectively. The questions and
results are shown in Figure 7a-1. Besides the general analysis, we
conducted a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test to investigate whether the
feedback on the test cases was significantly different between the
two systems. This test approach specifically targeted within-subject
non-parametric data while no normality test was needed.

As noted in the personalization design goal, the test cases should
be closely related to the users’ everyday activities (Q1) and the
currently authoring CAPs (Q2). As shown in the results, our system
was positively welcomed by the users in the relevance to the daily
actions of the test cases (M=5.4, SD=0.79), and showed a significant
difference (Z=-2.8, p=0.004) compared with the baseline system
(M=3.3, SD=1.44). “One [test case] where I ate food in the study
room was definitely what I would do. It was one of my personal
preferences.” (P4) Regarding the relevance to the CAP, our system
received a more decent rating (M=5.5, SD=0.80), compared with

the baseline system (M=2.8, SD=1.29). A significant difference was
identified in this question (Z=-3.1, p=0.002). “Using the [baseline
system], I had no idea of how to pick more [context instance]s since
the only idea I had was already added in the policy. But the [Fast-
Forward Reality] could give me some good examples, such as ‘having
a meeting’, and ‘working on my laptop in the music player task’,
which was definitely what I would care about.” (P3) Another key
motivation when generating test cases is whether they could help
users realize potential mistakes in the CAPs (the diversification and
brevity design goals). The users highly appreciated that the test cases
could contribute to the refinement against the CAPs (Q3: M=6.1,
SD=0.90, and Q4: M=5.9, SD=0.79). These ratings were significantly
higher than the baseline system (Q3: M=2.4, SD=1.00 and Q4: M=2.3,
SD=1.23): for Q3, Z=-3.1, p=0.002, and for Q4, Z=-3.1, p=0.002. “I
liked the idea of showing some other potential conditions of one trigger.
For the music player, when I first authored it, I only added ‘evening’
because I was thinking about eating dinner, but [Fast-Forward Reality]
also remindedme of cooking in themorning, whichwould also happen.”
(P11) “The system not only informed me which factor I should consider,
but I could also directly use that case in my policy, such as it suggested
me adding not working and not listening to music into the TV policy.”
(P1) “What made me surprised was that your system led me to think
more about my policy. When I saw that eating at the dining table case,
I started to think maybe I should add doing workouts in the living
room to the TV policy as well.” (P7) Last but not least, the users felt
more confident after they validated the CAPs using Fast-Forward
Reality (Q5: M=5.8, SD=1.06), and the baseline system received a
significantly lower rating (M=2.7, SD=0.98) with Z=-3.0, p=0.003.
“Actually, only after I used your system did I realize how bad it was
when I created that music player rule using the [baseline system].”
(P2)

Besides the users’ subjective feelings, we investigated whether
the performance of the CAPs was improved after the validation.
Given a user-authored CAP, we used the rest of the context his-
tory as the ground-truths to calculate: (1) precision = 𝑇𝑃/(𝑇𝑃 +
𝐹𝑃), (2) recall = 𝑇𝑃/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 ), and (3) F-score = 2 · 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ·
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙), where 𝑇𝑃 represents ‘true-positive’ in-
dicating the target action is expected to be executed while the
CAP successfully triggers it; 𝑇𝑁 represents ‘true-negative’ where
the CAP accurately stays silent when the target action should
not be triggered; 𝐹𝑃 (false-positive) means the CAP mistakenly
trigger the target action but the user does not need it; 𝐹𝑁 (false-
negative) means the action should be executed, but the CAP does
not work. We also conducted a paired t-test after the data passed
the normality test for the significance analysis (Precision: |Kurto-
sis|=0.88<2.0 and |Skewness|=0.36<2.0; Recall: |Kurtosis|=0.88<2.0
and |Skewness|=0.36<2.0; F-score: |Kurtosis|=0.88<2.0 and |Skew-
ness|=0.36<2.0). The results are shown in Figure 7a-2.

Using our system, the precision of the CAPs reached 90.6%
(SD=0.01), which was significantly higher than that of using the
baseline system (70.5%, SD=0.08): t(11)=-2.51, p<0.05. Similarly, the
recall was significantly increased from 32.1% (SD=0.05) to 83.3%
(SD=0.03) with t(11)=-7.50, p<0.005. Further, the overall F-score was
improved from 38.2% (SD=0.02) to 85.4% (SD=0.01) with t(11)=-10.10,
p<0.005. The statistical analysis indicated that by using our system,
the users could author more accurate CAPs via the additional valida-
tion stage. Meanwhile, we noticed that using our system, the recall
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Figure 7: (a-1) The survey results of the quality of the test cases generated by the users using the baseline system and by
Fast-Forward Reality. (a-2) The accuracy results of the CAPs authored by the users using the two systems. (b) The subjective
feedback on the XR authoring environment.

and F-score were greatly increased if compared with the precision.
According to the definition of precision and recall, the numbers of
the FN reduced to a greater extent than that of the FP when using
Fast-Forward Reality to validate the CAPs. One main reason was
that when using the baseline system, no assistance was provided
for the validation, thus many users added additional constraints
that made the CAPs more over-specified. On the other hand, when
using our system, we observed that after visiting some test cases,
the users not only added more context instances to the CAPs, but
also removed some context factors that were originally included.
“When using that [baseline system], there was only one scenario in my
mind, so I just created that specific CAP When I used [Fast-Forward
Reality], those suggestions let me realize the CAP was too constrained.”
(P3) Another important observation was that although the over-
all accuracy was significantly increased, the CAPs rarely reached
100% accuracy. It was because in everyday life, a person could not
strictly follow one single CAP as the routine. There always exist
scenarios that have never happened before. We will discuss it in
the Limitation section in terms of how to address this issue.

4.3.2 XR Authoring Environment Evaluation. To address the design
goals 4–5 (interpretability and seamlessness), Fast-Forward Reality
leverages XR to build an immersive authoring environment for end-
users to experience test cases and iterate the CAPs. Using a 7-point
Likert-type survey, we evaluated whether the users welcomed the
features of the authoring interface. The results are illustrated in
Figure 7b.

We received complimentary feedback on the feature allowing
users to try out the test cases while being immersed in the XR en-
vironment (M=6.1, SD=0.67). “Because I’ll use these policies in the
physical environment, it’s a good idea to let me try out my [CAPs]
in the same environment. When I looked at those virtual icons right
above the TV and sofa, I could easily understand what they meant.”
(P4)Meanwhile, all the users agreed that it was necessary to validate
the CAPs before the real-world deployment (M=6.2, SD=1.19). “I felt
much more confident about my CAP when I could see the TV was on
after I sat on the sofa. That instant feedback was realistic.” (P5) Such
comments were aligned with the findings in prior works in feedfor-
ward simulation [27, 86], where users tend to visualize the realistic
outcomes instead of descriptions to gain trust against the digital
applications. Placing virtual icons that represent the corresponding
affordance and functionalities of the smart objects received positive

feedback (M=6.0, SD=0.60). “For those spatial contexts, it’s better
to show them in the environment. Otherwise, if I have many smart
lights, it’s difficult to understand which light I’m referring to using
pure texts.” (P2) Users also commented on the comparison between
in-situ icons and 2D icons for spatial-insensitive contexts. “I wonder
if those icons can also be attached to the corresponding objects. For
example, the ‘having-meeting’ context can be attached to my calendar.
Then, I can fully focus on the physical world when I do the test.” (P9)
In addition, the immersive operations provided by our system were
also highly accepted by the users (M=5.8, SD=0.83). “Because the
icons were inside the environment, I didn’t have to switch between
different platforms to create my CAPs.” (P10) Several users who had
programming experience (P11, P7, and P1) also pointed out that our
system was aligned with the trend of spatial programming [92, 105]
for enabling non-experts to join the application development. “If
the program will be used in 3D, it is more intuitive to create and test
it in 3D as well. It is a promising way to attract people who do not
have coding expertise to create such CAPs in the future.” (P11) Last
but not least, a decent Standard Usability Scale score with M=86.0
and SD=6.77 further proved the overall usability of Fast-Forward
Reality.

4.4 Discussion
Fast-Forward Reality has been proven effective in facilitating non-
expert users to author error-free CAPs via properly generated test
cases in XR. Given the current scope of the CAP authoring, we
discuss more insights and concerns we have distilled from the
design process and user study results that inspire future research
along the novel author-test-refine workflow of the CAP authoring
area.

4.4.1 Scalability of the system and validated CAPs. In the current
implementation, we illustrate our system in a virtual environment
where spatial-sensitive context instances and corresponding UIs are
placed in situ. On one hand, our system could easily adapt to the
corresponding AR environment. Specifically, when introducing the
framework of context awareness in Section 3.3, we clarified that
the scope of this paper lies in the assumption that users live in
AI-powered smart environments so that all types of the context
factors could technically be registered and detected in the physical
environment. While the registration is out of this paper’s scope,
prior works [18, 41] have addressed this need. Hence, for all context
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instances and UI icons that require in-situ visualization (e.g., an
activity happening at a sofa), Fast-Forward Reality could display
them at the corresponding physical locations. Meanwhile, object
states and digital states are also available to display in the physical
environment or anchored to a fixed place (e.g., coffee maker status,
TV status, calendar events).

Moreover, we would discuss the possibility of deploying one
CAP across different environments, which has been addressed by
prior authoring systems [42, 72, 100]. Following the current context
factor framework, one straightforward answer is that the CAP could
be correctly run as long as all the involving context instances are
present in the new environment. Prior work [72] enables designers
to validate the AR application performance by providing scenes
where corresponding spatial and semantic associations are absent.
Such an idea could be leveraged in the test case generation process
by showcasing scenarios when each context instance is not available.
However, the participants raised concerns when the researchers
asked about more scenarios they would use the authored CAPs.
“Actually, I was thinking of using the music CAP when I went back to
my parent’s home as well. But I realized it would be a lot different. I
may create a different CAP.” (P6) “It depends on my preference. Some
CAPs are just for home, I don’t even want to turn it on somewhere else.
But some CAPs, like more general ones, I would expect that to work all
the time.” (P12) As CAPs are highly associated with humans’ daily
routines, any addition and deletion of context instances represent
the specific intention. Therefore, how to balance between scalabil-
ity and personalization for authoring CAPs still requires further
studies.

4.4.2 Mixed errors beyond CAP authoring. The main contributions
of this work lie in the validation workflow and the algorithm to
generate high-quality unit test cases that help identify and elimi-
nate over/under specified errors. However, while researchers in the
AI domain have been continuously working on improving the AI
model performance and robustness, detection errors are inevitable
under varied scenarios [47], and this issue has also been explored
by other context-aware system research [50, 100]. In this paper, the
user study has proven that Fast-Forward Reality could effectively
avoid user-caused errors during CAP definition. It was conducted in
a virtual environment and the accuracy of the CAPs was calculated
by running the CAPs in the user-collected context scenes where
all the context instances were assumed to be correctly detected.
Yet, we recognize the importance of bridging the gap between the
validation process and the imperfect performance of the current
AI technologies. Users would lose trust in our system if a CAP
performs wrongly due to an object detection mistake even though
the logic of the CAP is properly validated using our system. In-
trinsically, the AI errors do not belong to the logic of any CAP.
Thus, it is impractical to directly introduce such uncertainty into
the validation workflow, as users could refine nothing logically on
the CAP even though they know it may fail due to AI mistakes.
However, we propose two potential methods to mitigate the mixed
error issue for our system and future CAP authoring systems. First,
sensing errors could happen during the context history collection,
which reduces the correctness of the test case generation algorithm.
We could enable users to eliminate wrong detection data so that the
generated test cases are entirely reliable. Inspired by CAPturAR [92],

we could allow users to revisit the past activities and contexts with
XR visualizations, then either delete or correct the wrong context
history. Further, to deal with the sensing errors during execution,
we notice that Explainable AI (XAI) has become a popular topic
that allows for explaining AI errors to end-users to increase user
trust in AI [5]. We envision an integration between our system and
an XAI agent that can pop up the list of detected contexts when
a CAP does not perform as expected to inform the user that such
a mistake either comes from the CAP authoring or AI detection
mistakes [4, 50].

Another uncertainty resides in the users’ daily behaviors. A per-
son never strictly follows a routine in complicated everyday life.
Although our system improved the CAP accuracy via validation,
the F-score of the CAPs could never reach 100%. One way to fur-
ther improve the accuracy could be authoring multiple CAPs and
adopting XAI approaches as discussed previously. Additionally, we
envision the user wearing an advanced XR-HMD all the time for the
detection of the contexts. Thus, the specific context scene that causes
the mistake could be either recorded as a corner case and treated
separately in the future or used for improving the AI-based models.
We could also improve the test case generation algorithm by tak-
ing into consideration these context scenes that cause deployment
errors.

4.4.3 Effectiveness of XR interfaces in CAP authoring and validation.
As discussed in Related Works, 2D-based interfaces are prevalent
in commercial CAP authoring tools and professional context-aware
application development. With the advances of the XR technol-
ogy, only a few works [92] explored the advantages of utilizing
this emerging technology in CAP authoring tasks. In this paper,
the positive feedback received on the innovative XR-based testing
approach, along with XR’s immersive capabilities, suggests that
the symbiosis of XR and CAP remains a promising area for future
research. On one hand, the spatial awareness of XR contributes to
a more intuitive representation of spatially sensitive contexts such
as object states and activities, which empowers users to intuitively
include contexts from the attaching physical objects or locations.
Further, the immersive visualization of different context instances
enables users who do not have expertise in the concept of unit
testing to rapidly understand imaginary contextual scenarios, and
identify failures. This feedforward idea supported by XR success-
fully bridges the temporal gap between authoring and usage of a
CAP, and enables the novel author-test-refine workflow introduced
in this paper. We believe that the fusion of XR technology with
CAP authoring not only enriches the process with greater intuitive-
ness and immersion but also facilitates understanding complicated
real-world contextual combinations during authoring. This synergy,
therefore, merits further research exploration, promising signifi-
cant advancements in the field of CAP development. Additionally,
unlike conventional 2D-based UIs which have undergone extensive
refinement over the decades, the design of XR interfaces still needs
large-scale and long-term studies to lower the user friction associ-
ated with this relatively new technology. In the next section, we
outline various concerns that could guide further improvements of
the XR interfaces in CAP authoring.
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5 LIMITATION AND FUTUREWORK
More complicated contexts andCAPs. In this work, we primarily
focus on the authoring of one single CAP following the framework
discussed in Section 3.3. The quantitative results of the user study
proved that with the additional validation stage, the users could
successfully iterate the CAPs to make them more accurate.

One concern is that the current design of Fast-Forward Reality
follows the mainstream CAP authoring tools that leverage nominal
context factors (e.g., discrete labels output by Machine Learning
modules). Yet, prior works such as CAPturAR [92] and DART [56]
have adopted the programming by demonstration metaphor to en-
able the definition and detection of non-nominal contexts (e.g., a
‘clip’ of human activity, a time series of audio signals that repre-
sent people having group conversations). We envision integrating
similar features in Fast-Forward Reality where users could directly
demonstrate specific context factors rather than selecting them one
by one. However, how to generate test cases that help identify errors
requires further research. For instance, how the system knows the
semantics of a demonstrated ‘clip’ and finds the counter-examples
from the context history requires either more sophisticated Machine
Learning solutions or a systematic formative study to distill new
design guidelines.

Our system supports the authoring of multiple CAPs targeting
different smart functions while potential errors can also be elim-
inated via the validation (e.g., if a CAP controls the music player
state, and a user is authoring another CAP for the TV, the test
case generation algorithm would suggest the user considering the
music player if these two object state context factors are highly
correlated. Yet, when the user creates multiple CAPs to control
the same smart function (e.g., play different genres of music under
different contexts), how to inform the user of the potential conflicts
would be an issue, which has also been addressed by prior works
[60, 81]. One straightforward solution is to directly include the
other CAPs that control the same function into the test cases, and
let the user to edit all the CAPs accordingly. Leveraging AI-based
approaches such as associate rule mining [2] and decision trees to
enable users to manage the priority among existing CAPs could be
another solution.

Most of the users agreed that the current trigger-actionmetaphor
and the provided types of the context factors fulfilled their needs of
authoring CAPs. Some users mentioned considering time-sensitive
contexts such as ‘I was having a meeting, then make a cup of coffee’.
Since a user’s context history is collected sequentially, it is feasible
to calculate the uncertainty coefficients between any two context
factors in three temporal domains: past, present, and future. In
this way, the system could enable users to author and validate
time-sensitive CAPs. Meanwhile, by using the immersive authoring
environment, prior arts [13, 92] visualize a user’s past activities
with XR animations. Instead of showing static XR icons, we could
further show dynamic test cases indicating time elapses.

Different levels of immersiveness.While being situated in
the XR authoring environment, the users welcomed the capability
to test each case by acting it out immersively. One user mentioned
that: “Currently, everything is inside one home environment, I was
considering some contexts like ‘go-to-office’ or ‘while-driving’.” (P11)
In addition, P2 raised an interesting feature that “I was wondering

if I could see more than one test case at the same time. Maybe show-
ing me some miniature layouts.” Considering the diversity of the
available contexts and the different user backgrounds, providing
different levels of immersiveness to visit test cases and author CAPs
would be necessary. For instance, prior works have shown the ca-
pability to immerse users into different virtual scenes [72, 99], or
even showing different room layouts at one time [67] using con-
ventional non-XR UIs. While the current system could be adapted
to desktop/mobile devices (e.g., visualize CAPs with 2D UIs, visu-
alize multiple test cases with duplicated room layouts, and use an
on-screen controller to move the virtual camera within the envi-
ronment during testing), further studies are required to investigate
whether the benefits of such adaptation would compensate for the
reduced effectiveness of the feedforward actions for understanding
the test cases. Especially, for novice users who are not familiar with
the ideas of under/over-specified CAPs and unit tests, we need
more studies to evaluate whether the conventional-UI-based design
would introduce additional mental loads.

Lower the friction of using the system. We received com-
plimentary feedback on the immersiveness enabled by the in-situ
placed XR contents and the intuitive system operations. Some users
(P1 and P3) mentioned visualization issues when some XR contents
were overlaid and clustered from some specific view directions.
Meanwhile, we envision more smart objects and functions would
be available in future smart home environments. To reduce users’
visual loads, adaptively displaying the 3D contents when users
move closer to them [44] or pay attention to different contents
[51, 70], and adding a filter function to solely show contexts of a
specific type of object would be a future improvement of the system.
Furthermore, test cases generated by the system received positive
feedback during the user study. Enabling users to act out each test
case facilitates them to understand whether the CAP needs to be
modified. With these highlighted features being kept, we could
add pre-processed automation to further reduce users’ workloads.
Ranking test cases according to the uncertainty coefficients would
be one improvement according to P9’s suggestion. Users could pay
more attention to those scenarios that would more likely happen
in real life, and rapidly walk through the test cases that are listed
at the end. We could also design a more advanced criterion that
measures the importance of the generated test cases (e.g., if a user
edits the CAP based on a test case, to what extent could the current
CAP perform more accurately).

6 CONCLUSION
We presented Fast-Forward Reality, a novel workflow that supports
an end-user to validate the CAPs with diverse test cases via feedfor-
ward simulation in XR. We first identified that existing authoring
processes can result in under-specified or over-specified CAPs that
cause unexpected behavior, leading to annoyance and frustration.
In order to address this issue, we proposed an ‘author-test-refine’
workflow by leveraging the unit test approach in the software
programming area. In specific, using the pervasively collected ev-
eryday context record and adopting the frameworks proposed by
prior context-aware application validation works, we designed a
computational approach to generate multiple unit test cases that not
only are tailored to the user’s personal routines but also help reveal
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mistakes in the authored CAPs. Then, while being immersed in an
XR-based authoring environment, users can experience test cases
through in-situ visualization that conveys feedforward contextual
scenarios, enabling intuitive validation of CAPs. A user study was
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of our test case generation
algorithm and the design and functionality of the XR authoring
environment. The high accuracy of user-authored CAPs and posi-
tive feedback on system features validated the overall performance
and usability of the system. As an increasing amount of complex
contexts can be digitalized into the digital space, we believe that
our work can inform and provide inspiration for future investi-
gation on how authoring systems can assist non-expert users to
create error-free intelligent automation and policies that enhance
the quality of life and work.
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